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Well, we have set out  
on a pretty ambitious mission: 
Disrupt education by creating the next generation of learning environments and 
experiences where kids are engaged physically, mentally and socially. 

Ambitious? Yes but doable! We know from our discussions that you are equally 
passionate about improving learning environments and feel that only together can 
we have the biggest impact. 

Community and collaboration has always been at the heart of Lü. This is why we 
have put together our Launch Pad program or in other words, an offer you can’t 
refuse.
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What is the offer!

In short, for helping us with the promotion of Lü in your city, we are willing to provide you a significant 
rebate on your purchase.  

Having ambassadors and a demo location where other schools and districts can experience what LÜ is 
all about is crucial to our common mission.

What’s in it for you

Your school will be famous: 
First and foremost you will become a local celebrity!  
Ever wanted to make Ryan Gosling jealous? 

Benefit from rebate: 
Any good collaboration is made through a good understanding of each others efforts and knowing 
how to reward them. We are therefore ready to offer a significant rebate on your purchase. 

Help us in our mission: 
We share this passion for re-thinking education. Our hardware and games are the conduit we have 
chosen for this mission. Helping us promote them has a direct outcome on our mission and it’s 
success. Something to be proud of! 

Expand the community around you: 
Helping us grow our user base also means more Lü users around you and the opportunity to start 
interacting with other schools in a great new way.  

Get the full support from the Lü team and products: 
Our entire team is more than willing to support you on creative endeavours to help grow the Lü 
community of users in your city. Depending on the idea, we could send you some merch, sponsor 
some activities or put our team to work to help with your initiatives. 



Promotion Actions:

• Produce a 1 min video about your Lü product in your gym. Include reactions from staff and kids. This 
should be targeted at your community. The video has to be posted on your social media platforms 
tagging our official account and with the hashtag #playlu within 2 weeks of completion of the install. 

• Organize an official launch event, where school district stakeholders the  media and other schools 
are attending. The event taking place within 3 months of the completion of the install. 

• Welcome our potential clients to your gym, when time permits, to show them Lü in a positive 
manner. If you feel in any way that you are not able to showcase our product in a positive manner, 
contact us asap so we can make it right.

Selection Process:
• You have to provide us with links to your school’s social media presence. (Groups, pages, accounts 

etc.) 

• A description of your professional network and influence you have in your community. How you 
would go about having these people interested in and testing our product? 

• You have to provide us with a short video telling us why you would be the best organisation to help 
us in our mission. Including a kid’s perspective. If your site has been chosen, this will be used on our 
social media announcing Lü coming to your school. 

Other suggestions (non mandatory):

• Shoot and publish short videos showcasing our different games over the course of the school year 
tagging our official social network accounts and using the hashtag #playlu. 

• Share our posts and your videos in other social media context like professional groups on linkedin or 
groups on facebook, PE central, etc.. 

• Organize professional promotion days or meetups in your gym. 

• Provide us with good quality pictures of students and their new Lü. 

• Engage regularly with our community in our official facebook group: Lü Lab. 

• Take part in the events we organize such as competitions, design workshops, etc.. 

• Answer surveys and other types of information requests. 

• With the help of your students and other users come up with innovative ideas to spread the word 
and grow the Lü community in your area.



READY!

You probably already are in discussions with Lü 
representatives or partners. If this program was 

proposed to you, make sure you can meet and get 
approval on all requirements. 

Once done, you are ready to launch Lü in your 
community and we look forward to kicking-off this 

wonderful journey with you!
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